*Plants, patients and the historian* contains elements of three books in one volume: an insightful, well-documented history of plant breeding research in Britain, 1910--40, a biography of the surgeon and cancer researcher Percy Lockhart Mummery, and an intellectual memoir tracing the author\'s attempts to come to terms with his role as a historian and his relationship to his subject matter. Palladino opens by describing the parallels between the practices of genetics and modern historiography: genes and archives are both repositories of the victors\' spoils in struggles for power and domination, though victory is tempered by conflicting documents and genetic aberrations. Exploring the two together, Palladino promises, will illustrate how the archive is not merely a repository of the past, but also "the principle of formation of the past, the present and the future"(p. 7).

At the beginning of the twentieth century, after William Bateson rediscovered the work of Gregor Mendel, many British botanists believed that Mendelian principles would transform plant breeding into a precise and exact science. At the same time, the rapidly expanding brewing industry, which held considerable political clout, sought improvements in quality control and crop uniformity. Because the development of new crop varieties was an expensive and risky proposition, there was a push for state support of agricultural research, resulting in the creation of three state-supported scientific research centres, including the Plant Breeding Institute at Cambridge University.

However, plant scientists had conflicting views regarding the utility of genetic theory for farming practice. Sir Rowland Biffen, first director of the Plant Breeding Institute, believed genetic principles were essential to developing improved plant varieties, a view supported by the success of his influential Yeoman wheat variety. But others, for example, John Percival of the Department of Agriculture at University College of Reading, insisted that characteristics of interest to farmers, such as yield and strength, were influenced by such a complex array of physiologic and environmental factors that they could not be reduced to Mendelian principles.

Throughout this debate, there was a parallel tension between the aims of the academic scientist and the needs of the farmer. Cambridge plant researchers insisted that in order to be objective, agricultural science must be wholly independent of the agricultural industry. In contrast, the University College of Reading was established in 1892 specifically to meet the needs of the local farming community and was more closely associated with agricultural practice.

At this point, Palladino abruptly shifts his attention to cancer research. He rightly points out how historians have been complicit in the triumph of the laboratory as the preferred route to biomedical knowledge and vows instead to focus on clinical research and, in particular, the neglected voice of the research subject. But after poring through twelve filing cabinets of records from the St Mark\'s Hospital Polyposis Registry, he comes to realize that his efforts are fruitless. These voices cannot be recovered from medical records and family disease histories. "I have been deploying historical actors ... to serve my own historiographical purposes, almost as if they had no agency in the making of historical recollection"(p. 157).

So Palladino delves even further into the life of one individual---Lockhart Mummery---with an eye to what made the surgeon tick. He uncovers a complex and iconoclastic character, a man very attractive to women, with a passion for gambling, who viewed eating as an art form. Not only did his life violate social conventions, "\[i\]t was without rhyme or reason beyond itself"(p. 173). What is a historian to do? Palladino falls into existential crisis mode, questioning his motives as a historian and even his own identity (at this point his friends and colleagues must have feared the worst). Rather than simply constructing an argument, Palladino makes the reader struggle along with him, and it is this autobiographical element that makes the book especially engaging and unique.

In the end, Palladino is saved by an occurrence of intellectual serendipity (the book is full of such moments), as he notices on his bookshelf a book of essays by Sir George Stapledon, a director of the Welsh Plant Breeding Station. Stapledon resisted the preservation thrust of the National Trust, arguing that nature should be appreciated in action, not as a static monument. Palladino finds inspiration here for understanding the historian\'s relationship to the archive, which "should not be conceived as a place of recognition, but as a place of experiment in transformation" (p. 183). In other words, while the archive cannot reveal the true voices of historical actors, the historian\'s interaction with the archive can produce new voices that have authentic relevance for the here and now.
